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starter tools

starte r tool s
If you’re new to sewing and a little baffled by all the sewing tools needed to get started, check out
the list here. It describes all the absolute basics for tackling a project in a good-better-best format. This
lets you choose how much you want to spend, and some of these items you might already have around
the house!

sewing machine

good

better

best

your hands!

starter machine

mid~range machine

Takes a bit longer than using
a machine, but you have more
control over where you stitch.
Great for when you’re starting
out or
doing
For hand
fine detail
sewing
stitches,
work!

Found at department stores
for $50-150. All you need is
a straight and zigzag stitch,
and preferably variable stitch
length. Might give you troubles
sometimes, but it’s a cheap way
to get started.

Usually found at sewing
machine dealers for $150-400.
Will have fewer issues than a
cheaper machine. Best if you’re
serious about sewing.

chopstick

point turner

hemostats

Narrow and precise, but just
blunt enough to avoid poking
holes in your project.

Specifically designed to
turn points, so it works very
intuitively. Hard to get very
narrow areas though.

A medical tool that’s narrow
and blunt but also grips. Turns
thin pieces and grabs stuffing.
Incredibly useful.

point turning

see page 26
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starter tools

better

best

pencil/colored pencil

chalk or tailor’s chalk

fabric marker

Usually washes out or brushes
away. Use on the wrong side of
fabric to be sure. Hard to mark
some slippery or fluffy fabrics.

Great on dark fabrics. Brushes
away easily; even better with
water and a cloth. Not as precise
as a pencil.

Specially designed to mark
fabrics and wash away with
water. Precise and easy to see.

As you collect tools for your arsenal over time, consider adding items that are more job-specific. The
products below are ranged from more all purpose to more specialized. Just buy these in the order shown
as your funds allow. This will build your collection from more generic tools to more specific, and you’ll
be able to tackle more techniques and projects in the future!

scissors

all-purpose

specialized

craft scissors

fabric scissors

embroidery scissors

Anything that will cut paper
and fabric. Might cause some
frustration, but it’ll get you
started.

Cost $10-30 at most sewing
stores. Much sharper and
should only be used for fabric.
Spring-loaded varieties (shown
above) are easy on your hands.

Tiny and accurate, these are
ideal for precise cutting work
and getting where larger
scissors can’t reach.
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starter tools

needles

pins

thread

all-purpose

specialized

all~purpose thread

heavy duty thread

thread conditioner

Most basic polyester threads
are perfect for plush sewing.
Nothing fancy required. Just try
not to use anything especially
old or bargain basement cheap.

Nice for hand sewn parts
that need extra strength, like
attaching heads, arms, & tails,
etc.

Such as bees’ wax or Thread
Heaven. Prevents tangles &
strengthens your thread.

plastic head pins

metal pins

ball~point pins

All-purpose pins in a relatively
long length. Big plastic head
is easy to see, but melts when
ironed.

Pins with a metal head; safe
to iron. The small head is less
likely to your catch on your
thread while hand-sewing

Ideal when using knit fabrics
in plushes. Ball-point pin tip
passes through knit fabrics
easily.

sharps

universal needles

fabric~specific needles

A basic hand-sewing needle
you’ll always need regardless of
whether you have a machine.

Can handle a variety of basic
plush fabrics on machine. Might
be troublesome on specialty
fabrics.

If your knit fabrics are causing
skipped stitches, try using
a needle made specially for
stretch fabrics.
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starter tools

rulers

all-purpose

specialized

tape measure

rigid ruler/yard stick

quilting ruler

Super cheap and great for
measuring curves. Flexible so it
gets into hard-to-reach areas.

More accurate than a tape
measure since it won’t bend on
you.

Measures in two dimensions;
great for checking if things are
parallel or perpendicular.

glue stick

hot glue

fabric glue

Washable kinds are great for
basting fabric pieces together
that are tricky to sew. Not the
strongest bond, but it’ll do.

Creates a quick-drying, strong
bond so it’s great for plush
pieces that are awkward to hold
together before sewing.

Ideal glue for basting fabric
together. Takes longer to dry
but is best suited to fabric. More
accurate than a glue stick.

basting

What is basting?
See page 7

and lastly...

iron/ironing board

seam ripper

Unlike other types of sewing, plush projects don’t need
much ironing. But they’re handy for fusible web applique
or for pressing wonky seams.

Don’t need anything fancy for this. Everyone makes
mistakes and everyone needs a seam ripper.
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plush sewing vocabulary

plu s h sew i ng

voca bu l a ry
applique

back stitch

The method of applying one layer of fabric
onto a main project for decorative purposes.
Used for adding facial features, markings, etc.
The decorative fabrics
Learn how to
can be fused with
applique, see
adhesive, sewn by hand,
page 36
or sewn by machine.

In hand sewing, a type of straight stitch done
where the needle is brought forward
about ¼” and back again ⅛” in a
Learn the
‘two-steps-forward-one-step-back”
back stitch,
kind of action. This results in a
see page
straight line of stitches on one side
29
and a dotted line of stitches on the
other. This is the best hand-sewn replacement
for a machine straight stitch.

basting
Temporary stitching used to hold pieces in
place until the permanent
stitching is done. It is
Learn a
sometimes removed later.
basting
But if not it is at least sewn
stitch,
see
in an inconspicuous place
page 30
that won't be seen on the
finished project.

In machine sewing, this refers to the action at
the beginning and end of every seam where
the machine backs up and sews over itself to
secure the ends. It’s also called back tacking.
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clipping corners

Outward corners, once turned right side out,
have their seam allowances squashed into
a smaller space. These allowances must be
trimmed so the excess fabric doesn’t bunch up
when turned.

Inward corners, once turned right side out,
have their seam allowances stretched. These
allowances much be clipped to give the fabric
room to stretch.

8
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clipping curves

Outward curves, once turned right side out,
have their seam allowances squashed into
a smaller space. These allowances must be
notched or completely trimmed altogether
so the excess fabric doesn’t bunch up when
turned.

Inward corners, once turned right side out,
have their seam allowances stretched. These
allowances much be clipped to give the fabric
room to stretch.

V-shaped wedge sewn in a pattern piece that
creates a 3D shape in the fabric. The two lines of
the dart are called the legs which lead up to the
point. Double-ended darts meet at the opening
of the Vs and create a diamond or almond shape.

legs

darts

leg
s

plush sewing basics
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plush sewing vocabulary

french knot

easing
A method of gently working a slightly longer
length of fabric into a smaller area without
resulting in gathers or puckers. It's generally
done by slightly stretching the shorter fabric to
make it fit.

embroidery
An embroidery stitch done by hand which
involves bringing a threaded needle up
through fabric, wrapping the thread around
the needle 3-4 times, and taking the needle
back down into the fabric. This encloses the
wrapped thread and leaves a neat knot on the
top of the fabric.

fusible web

Decorative stitching done to create features for
a finished plush. Stitches done by hand utilize
embroidery floss and looks can depend on
the stitches used. Standard sewing machines
often have programmed embroidery stitches.
Embroidery machines can be programmed
with custom embroidered images.

grain
In woven and knit fabrics, this is the direction
of the fabric that goes parallel to the selvages
(machine finished edges) of the fabric. It aligns
with the direction the fabric was manufactured.
In knit fabrics, the line
perpendicular to this
See a fabric
one stretches. For best
grain diagram,
results, pattern pieces
go to page
should be laid so the
17
grain lines match up.

A kind of adhesive sheet that is ironed onto
fabric. The adhesive transfers to the fabric,
allowing you to iron it to the main project as
decoration. Often used in applique.
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plush sewing vocabulary

gusset

ladder stitch
also slip stitch, hidden stitch, or
invisible stitch
Learn the
ladder stitch,
see page
34

In an animal-shaped plush pattern, the gusset
is usually the piece found on top of the head
or in the belly area. It defines the depth of the
animal between the sides. It can sometimes be
wedge-shaped and stop at a point in the plush,
such as a nose or tail.

knit fabric

A type of hand-stitch used to join two folded
edges of fabric from the outside. Stitches are
made at right angles to the fabric, creating
a ladder-like formation between the fabrics,
which are tightened and rendered invisible.
This closes up openings in stuffed animals and
is also used to attach features such as limbs
and heads.

A type of fabric that’s made from knitting a
continuous thread. The line perpendicular to
the selvage will stretch. Cut edges of this fabric
will not ravel, but may curl. Examples include
fleece, minky, and jersey (i.e. t-shirt fabric).

nap or pile

nonwoven
A fabric that is not made of thread or yarn
and therefore has no grain. The fibers are
often pressed together mechanically and can
therefore be pulled apart over time. Felt is the
most common example in plush making.

notion
A term used for a supply that is not the main
fabric, tools, or machine. Such as buttons,
stuffing, etc.

In a fur-like fabric, the nap indicates the
direction the fur goes when smoothed. Much
like an animal’s fur, petting the fabric one
direction makes the fibers lie flat and shiny,
while the other brings up the fur and looks
darker. For the best results, plush toys should
be sewn with pattern pieces following the nap.
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plush sewing vocabulary

notch
A type of marking used in a pattern for aligning
appropriate points. They are triangular shaped
and found along the edge of pattern pieces.
Other symbols such as circles, squares, etc.
can also be used and are often found on the
inside of the pattern rather than the edge.

raw edge

right
side

(as in correct)
The side of the fabric where there is a
decorative design (print), fur, or some desired
element. Often heard in the instruction “right
sides together.” This side will usually be on
the outside of your project when complete.
Sometimes called the ‘pretty’ side.

A freshly cut edge of fabric. Also called an
un-finished edge. During construction, these
edges are differentiated from those that have
already been sewn or folded.

safety eyes

running
stitch
A kind of plastic notion that serves as an eye
for the plush. It’s installed through a hole
in the fabric and locks via a washer in the
back. Different shaped and colored eyes are
available, as are noses.

seam

A simple stitch made by running the thread
over and under the fabric. It is often used
for basting. A longer version makes a good
gathering stitch.

seam
allowance
In a standard seam, the fabric between the cut
edge and the line of stitching. Often meant to
be a consistent measurement.

The result when two or more pieces of fabric
are sewn together along a line
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plush sewing vocabulary

top stitch

satin stitch

A very tight zigzag
stitch that is used in
applique or embroidering
decorative lines.

Learn to do
a satin stitch,
see page
39

A type of stitch done more than ⅛” from a
sewn or folded edge. Either for decorative or
strengthening purposes.

straight
stitch

thread
sculpting

The default stitch for any sewing machine and
in sewing pattern instructions. A straight line
of stitches, one after the other at a medium
length and no width.

also needle sculpting

zigzag stitch

The act of hand stitching on the outside of a
plush in ways to manipulate the shape of the
fabric. Can form things like toes, noses, or
create a sunken look for eyes.

A z-shaped stitch that jumps one way (zig)
than another (zag) as it goes down. Machine
versions can create a stitch as much as 1/4”
wide. This stitch can ‘finish’ an edge of fabric
and keep it from raveling.
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plush sewing vocabulary

whip stitch

woven fabric
A type of fabric made
from woven threads.
This fabric will only
stretch on the diagonal
(bias), and cut edges
of this fabric will ravel.
Examples include cotton
and flannel.

A simple hand stitch used to quickly bring
together two edges of fabric. The needle is
brought through the fabric layers then over
edge again and again going down the edge of
the fabric.

wrong side
The side of the fabric where there is no
decorative design (print), fur, or desired
elements. This side will usually be on the
inside of your project when complete.
Sometimes called the ‘ugly’ side.

applique whip
stitch
A variation of this
technique used
for appliqueing a
decorative fabric to
the main project.

Learn
about
different
fabric types,
see page
14

Learn to do an
applique whip
stitch, see page
32
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choosing plush fabrics

c ho o si ng

WOVENS

fabric made from weaving fibers (like a basket); little to no stretch

p lush fa brics
cotton

Thin; needs lots of
stuffing to look full

PROS
Smooth, crisp texture
Comes in many colors, patterns
Hard-wearing, long lasting
Easy to sew; great for beginners
• Usually used for children’s toys
or soft sculptures
CONS
• Not as squishable or soft as
others
•
•
•
•

COST: $3-14 per yard

Doesn’t stretch,
creates taut shape

flannel
PROS
• From natural cotton or poly
blends
• Soft texture
• Many fun colors & patterns
CONS
• Weave is not dense, frays easily
• Pills over time

Seams look ripply
if under-stuffed

Has just a little stretch

COST: $4-12 per yard
Little thicker than cotton
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choosing plush fabrics

PROS
• Soft, fluffy texture
• Easy to sew for beginners
• Comes in many colors and
prints
• Ideal for soft, squishable toys
CONS
• Usually needs a stretch needle
• Regular varieties can pill over
time
COST: $4-10 per yard

Has a nap; fur
should go all in
one direction

Thicker; doesn’t need
as much stuffing

minky
PROS
• Incredibly soft
• Comes in many prints, textures
• Stretchy, but structured. Creates
beautifully rounded plush toys
CONS
• Usually needs a stretch needle
• Slippery, shifts while you sew it
• Needs lots of pins or basting
• Sheds; must shake pieces clean
COST: $8-20 per yard

Learn tips for
working with
minky & fleece,
see page 19

Just the right amount of
stretch; shapeable but
structured
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KNITS

Anti-pill varieties retain
their smooth texture

Stretchy fabric creates a
rounder shape

fabric made from knitting fibers (like a sweater); stretches along the crosswise grain

fleece

Stretchy fabric creates a
rounder shape

NONWOVEN

fabric made from pressed fibers

plush sewing basics

felt
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choosing plush fabrics

Has no grain, can be
cut in any direction

PROS
• Stretches just a bit; creates
smooth seams
• Wool blends are crisp and
make great details
• Ideal for hand-sewn trinkets
and sculptural plush
CONS
• Not hard wearing
• Synthetic blends are cheap but
less crisp
COST: $4-25 per yard

Has a nap; fur should go
all in one direction
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KNIT

COST: $10-25 per yard

OR

PROS
• Huge variety of textures/colors
• Minky versions are incredibly
soft
CONS
• Must cut & sew through back
only to avoid wasting fur
• Sheds; shake pieces clean before
sewing

WOVEN

faux fur

fur is worked into woven or knit fabric base

Long fibers
hide seams

Stuffed plush looks smooth,
but barely stretches out

plush sewing basics
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fabric cutting & anatomy

plu sh fabr i c

c ut t in g

&

a natom y

SELVAGE:
The machine finished edge of
the fabric. Each piece has 2;
one on each side

‘RIGHT’ SIDE:

CUT EDGE:

The ‘pretty’ side of the fabric,
with the fur or print.

The end cut off the
bolt of fabric.

S T
R E
T C
H

‘WRONG’ SIDE:
The ‘ugly’ side of the fabric,
with no fur or design.

CROSSWISE GRAIN:
Goes perpendicular to the
selvage. In knit fabrics, this is
the direction of stretch.

LENGTHWISE GRAIN:
Goes parallel to the selvage. In fur
fabrics, this is the direction of the nap.

PATTERN:
Template for your fabric pieces.
Labels each piece of your project;
cut the amount indicated.

NAP OR PILE:

FABRIC FOLD:

In fur fabrics, the direction the
fur goes when brushed; like
petting an animal!

WIDTH OF FABRIC:

PATTERN GRAIN LINE:
Use as a guide to orientate your pattern.
Top and bottom of line should be
equidistant from selvage. Arrow should
point in the direction of the nap or print.

Where the fabric is folded.
Ensures you get two of every
piece by default.

The distance between the
selvages. Commonly
45”, 54”, or 60”
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fabric cutting & anatomy

cutting the fabric

1. fold the fabric

2. place the pattern

3. pin the pattern

If your pattern calls for it, fold the
fabric in half, meeting the selvage
edges. Some pattern pieces are
easier to cut from a single layer, so
refer to your instructions.

Place pattern on fabric. Make sure
grain line is parallel to the selvage.
Rhe bottom of the grain line arrow
should go in the direction of the nap.
Compare the distance from the top
of the grain line arrow to the selvage
with the bottom of the arrow to the
selvage to ensure it's parallel.

Secure the pattern one of 3 ways:
a. Pin the pattern to the fabric.
b. Place pattern weights around the
pattern.
c. Trace the outline of the pattern
onto the fabric.
Watch for patterns saying “Cut on
Fold.” Line these up against the fold
of fabric.

4. cut the pieces

for fur fabrics:

5. flip the pattern

6. shake clean

Using the paper as a
template, cut out the
fabric. Cut the required
amount according to the
pattern.

For long-pile fur, don’t fold
the fabric. Cut through
one layer, through the
back only.

If you're cutting through
one layer, and you need
two of a piece, flip the
pattern over and cut
again.
This is especially
important for
asymmetrical pattern
pieces.

For all fur fabrics, shake
the excess fuzz away.
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tips for working with plush fabrics

ti ps fo r wo r k i ng w i t h

p lush fa brics
types of fleece & minky

fleece

micro fleece

A knit fabric with a brushed
texture. Unlike anti-pill, this
fabric can pill over time from
harsh wear and washing.
ALSO CALLED: Polar fleece,
Glacier fleece, Blizzard fleece
(these are brand names)

anti-pill
fleece
Fleece made with
a fur-like texture
that reduces pilling;
texture is only on the
right side.

minky

Fleece made from tinier
fibers for a softer, more
delicate texture. Also
thinner, stretchier, and
anti-pilling.

Knit fabric with a short fur texture
mimicking mink fur. Less stretchy
than fleece.
ALSO CALLED: Cuddle 3 (from
Shannon brand fabrics, 3mm length
fur) Smooth Minky,
Solid Minky

cuddle fleece

textured minky

Behaves like a cross between
minky and fleece. Soft fur-like
texture on both sides. Thicker
and stretchier than minky.

Still technically minky, but with longer fur.
Behaves like a cross between minky and
faux fur.

ALSO CALLED:
Double-sided fleece, Ultra
Fluffy fabric

ALSO CALLED: By many texture
-related names; i.e. bubble, rose, shaggy,
velvet, chinchilla, etc. (new ones come out
frequently)
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tips for working with plush fabrics

fabric nap
Particularly an issue with cuddle fleece and
minky. The fur-like texture of the fabric will have
a direction where it lies smooth -- like brushing
an animal’s fur. Place pattern pieces on the fabric
so the bottom points in the direction of the nap.

shedding
Any fabric with a fur-like texture will shed when
cut. To prevent a mess, keep your cutting area
neat, a lint roller handy, and shake out pieces after
you’ve cut them. Or put them in the dryer with no
heat for a few minutes to shake the fur loose and
into the lint trap for easy cleanup.

ironing
Fleece can take medium-low heat from an iron,
but ironing directly on fur-like fabrics can crush
the texture. If you must iron on a textured or fur
fabric, (such as for fusible web applique) use the
tip of your iron with delicate heat and press cloth
to be safe.
A spritz of water helps, as steam and moisture
helps heat travel more efficiently than through air
alone.
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tips for working with plush fabrics

cutting
Textured minky behaves a lot like faux fur.
Cutting through the fabric like usual would cut off
lots of precious fur and make a huge mess.
When cutting pattern pieces, only cut one piece
at a time (fur side down), through the backing of
the fabric only. Take small snips to avoid cutting
the fur.
Remember to flip the pattern piece over if you
need two of anything.

sewing
Fleece and minky fabrics sew best with a stretch
needle. All-purpose needles can sometimes
cause skipped stitches.
FLEECE: many types of fleece can be especially
thick. Sew with a slightly longer than average
stitch length and lower your presser foot pressure
if your machine has the option.
MINKY: is slippery and the fur texture likes to
shift. Sew with lower presser foot pressure. Other
options include installing a walking foot, using
lots of extra pins, or basting your pieces first
before sewing.
TEXTURED MINKY: like with faux fur, sew
textured minky through the backing of the fabric
only. Do this by brushing the fur away from the
edge as best you can. When the seam is finished,
pick the fibers out of the seam and your seam will
practically disappear in all the fuzz.
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enlarging .pdf patterns

e n l argin g & r e d u c in g
plu sh .p d f pat t er ns

5" long

1. what’s your percentage?

8" long

Determine what percentage you want to increase
or decrease the project by looking at the finished
size. This should be listed on your pattern.
Focus on one measurement (such as length or
height) and decide how much bigger or smaller
your want that measurement to be. Divide the
desired size by the original size.
8 divided by 5 = 1.6
= 160%

Dolphin: 5” long vs. dolphin: 8” long = 160%
increase

type the page
numbers you
want printed

select "Print"

2. open the print dialog box

3. input the page numbers

Open up your .pdf file. Go to File > Print to open
the print dialog box.

In the print dialog box, input the page numbers
you want printed.
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enlarging .pdf patterns

for decreasing:
input % (<100)
here

for increasing:
select the
"Poster" button

4. for decreasing: input %

5. for increasing: select "poster"

If you are decreasing your pattern, find the field
that says "Custom Scale". Input the percentage
you calculated back in step 1. Your number should
be less than 100.
From here, skip to step 8.

If you are increasing your pattern, find the button
that says "Poster." Press this button.

1 page will
split into
several

input overlap
(if desired)

input %
(>100) here

6. set the "tile scale" %

7. input overlap

Find the field that says "Tile Scale". Input your
percentage from step 1 here. It should be greater
than 100. You'll find the print preview on the side
changes from 1 page to several pages.

Find the field that says "Overlap." This setting
is how much the split pages will print the page
adjacent to it.
The finished pages will overlap once assembled.
I think this makes assembly easier, and I go with
0.5”.
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enlarging .pdf patterns

8. print the pages

9. for enlarging: tape the pages

Hit the “Print” button and print out all the pages
for your newly enlarged or reduced pattern.

If you have an enlarged pattern, your pattern
pieces will need to be taped back together.
Assemble the pattern pages by lining up the
matching edges. Use the original document as a
guide.

redraw the seam allowances
If your pattern included seam allowances, they’ll be inaccurate now because of all the scaling. Here’s
how to add them back in:

two pencils

pencil &
chopstick

two pencils &
spacer

the pencil method

10. find your marking tool

11. measure the marking tool

The pencil method is done by rubber banding a
pencil with another pointy object (such as another
pencil, a chopstick, or a pencil with a spacer). The
goal is to have the points spaced out enough to
equal your seam allowance.

Measure the distance between the points on your
marking tool. Then adjust the pencil as necessary
to make it equal your seam allowance.
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12. draw the new seam allowance
Once you’re ready, run one side of your new seam
allowance pencil along the seam line of your
pattern. The other end will then draw parallel to it.
Drawing two lines at once automatically gets you
a new seam allowance!
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enlarging .pdf patterns

the ruler method

13. find your measuring tool

Find an accurate ruler (preferably a small one),
such as a seam gauge, quilting ruler, or even a
scrap of cardboard with your seam allowance
marked on it.

If you do this with a reduced pattern, you might
want to trace it onto a new sheet of paper to avoid
overlapping the other pattern pieces.

connect
the dots

mark dots
with the ruler

14. mark dots with the ruler

15. connect the dots

Align the mark equal to your seam allowance on
the seam line, and make a dot with a pencil. Move
the guide along and draw marks around your
pattern piece.

Once completely around the pattern, connect the
dots you made. This completes your new pattern
pieces! You can cut them out and sew them up as
usual.
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hand sew through anything

h ow to ha nd se w
t hro u gh anyt hi ng

It may not seem like it, but just about anything that can be sewn on machine can also be done by hand!
Especially when it comes to plush toys. Here are some hand-sewing tips as well as how to take any
pattern meant for machines into the realm of hand-work.

necessary supplies
needles

thread

Sharps are a basic
medium-length needle
that’s perfect for hand
sewing.

All-purpose thread works
fine for basic seams. Get
heavy duty thread for
parts of your plush that
will get a lot of wear.

They’re extra sharp
and get through lots of
all-purpose tasks.

extra supplies

thimble

needle threader

thread conditioner

To protect your finger when
you push the needle. Metal,
rubber, and leather ones are
available. Find one that’s most
comfortable for you.

For extra help when threading
your needle.

Such as bees’ wax or Thread
Heaven. Run your thread across
the surface to prevent tangles
and strengthen your thread.
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hand sew through anything

thread the needle

2. Trim the thread at
an angle.

1. Pull a length of
thread that’s about
2 times the length of
your arm.

3. Insert the trimmed
thread through the eye
of the needle.

4. Bring the ends of
the thread together,
and pull at the needle
so the thread is now
doubled over. Knot the
end.

using a needle threader
If you have trouble getting the needle threaded, this little gadget makes short work of it. It's really great
for threading thick heavy duty threads.

1. Grab both your needle
threader and the needle.

2. Insert the wire end of the
threader into the eye of the
needle. The wire will bend to fit.

3. Insert your thread through
the wire hole of the needle
threader.

4. Wrap the thread over the
wire so you're grabbing both
ends of the thread.

5. Pull the needle threader
back out of the needle eye. The
thread should come with it.

6. Grab the shorter end of the
thread from out of the wire. The
thread is now in your needle!
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hand sew through anything

knot the thread
You can knot the thread whatever way is most comfortable to you, but this is a quick method that feels
more natural once you've practiced it.

1. Hold onto the ends of your
thread with two fingers.

2. Place the eye of the needle
between the same fingers so
you're holding both the thread
and the needle.

3. Grab the thread coming from
the cut end. Wrap it around the
needle 3-4 times.

4. Pull the thread so the spiral
moves down to your fingers
and hold it.

5. Pull the needle while holding
the spiral.

6. Your length of thread will
travel through the spiral and
form a knot.
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hand sew through anything

for: basic seams that will be on the inside of the plush when complete
replace:
machine straight
stitch

with: a back stitch

A default machine stitch,
usually 2-3mm in length.

1. Bring the needle down at the
beginning of your seam.

2. Bring it up about ¼” away.

3. Bring it back down again,
going backwards, just beside
where you did the first stitch.

4. Bring the needle back up
again, going forwards, about ½”
away.

5. Bring the needle back down
again, going backwards, just
beside your previous stitch.

6. Repeat steps 4 & 5 for each
stitch until the end. You can
also take two stitches at once
for a faster result.

back stitch:
This stitch is super
strong and can
withstand a lot of force.
You'll know you have it
right when you have a
dotted line of stitches
on one side and a solid
line on the other.
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hand sew through anything

for: basting -- holding parts temporarily until they're sewn permanently
replace:
machine basting
stitch

with: a hand basting stitch

A default machine stitch,
cranked up to maximum length.
1. Bring the needle down at the
beginning of your seam

2. Bring the needle up about ½”
away.

3. Bring it down again about ½”
away.

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the
end of the seam. You can also
weave the needle back and
forth for the same result.

or: a large whip stitch

basting:
This stitch is only to
help with placement
and holding. So don't
worry about making
your stitches neat and
pretty.
Just focus on getting
your pieces placed in
the right way.

1. Bring the needle up at the
beginning of your seam.

2. Bring the needle to the back
of the fabric again. The thread
should come with it.

3. Bring the needle up again,
about ½” away.

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the
end of the seam. The thread
should wrap around the edge of
the fabric.
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hand sew through anything

for: top-stitching or applique

used either for attaching one piece of fabric on top of another (for decorative
purposes) or creating detail or texture in fabric. Seams are visible on the
right side of a project when complete

replace:
machine top stitch

with: a running stitch

A default machine straight
stitch, done in a slightly longer
length -- 3-4mm.

1. Bring the needle up at the
beginning of your seam.

2. Bring the needle down about
¼” away.

3. Bring it up again about ¼”
away.

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the
end of the seam. You can also
take two stitches at once for a
faster result.

running stitch:
This stitch looks
best with very neat
consistent stitches
since it's highly visible.
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hand sew through anything

for: top-stitching or applique

used either for attaching one piece of fabric on top of another (for decorative
purposes) or creating detail or texture in fabric. Seams are visible on the
right side of a project when complete

replace:
machine zigzag
stitch

with: an applique whip stitch

Stitches that swing from one
side to another, creating a
zigzagging pattern over the
edge of an applique piece.

1. Bring the needle up at the
beginning of your seam, about
⅛-¼” inside the applique shape.

2. Bring the needle down
just outside the shape, going
perpendicular to the edge.

3. Bring the needle up again,
about ¼” away from the first
stitch and ⅛-¼” inside the
applique shape.

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the
end of the seam. You can also
take two stitches at once for a
faster result.

applique
whip stitch:
When done in a
matching color, this
stitch blends in with
your applique the
best. So if you want a
stitch that doesn't draw
attention itself, this is
the way to go.
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hand sew through anything

or:
replace:
machine zigzag
stitch

with: a blanket stitch

Stitches that swing from one
side to another, creating a
zigzagging pattern over the
edge of an applique piece.

blanket stitch:
This stitch has more of
an old-world charm to
it and is highly visible
when complete.
It usually looks better
with embroidery floss
rather than regular
sewing thread.

1. Bring the needle up at the
beginning of your seam, just
outside the applique shape.

2. Pierce the tip of the needle
¼” away and ⅛-¼” inside the
applique shape. Do not pull the
needle through.

3. Pierce the tip of the needle
just outside the applique shape,
perpendicular to the edge.

4. Make sure your working
thread is going under the
needle.

5. Finally, pull the needle
through. The working thread
should create a line around the
edge of the applique.

6. Repeat steps 2-5 for the
entire shape.
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hand sew through anything

for: closing up plush from the outside

replace: Ø
There is no machine equivalent!
+1 to hand sewing!

use: a ladder stitch (a.k.a. slip stitch, hidden stitch)

1. Make sure the seam
allowances in your project are
folded under. We’ll need to
stitch into those folds later.

2. Bring the needle up from
the inside edge of the opening.
Pull the thread through, and the
knot will be left inside the plush.

3. Weave the needle into the
fold of one side of the opening,
taking a ¼” long stitch.

4. Go directly across to the
other side and take another
stitch.

5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 along the
opening.

6. Pull at the thread after each
stitch to close up the opening.

7. Take a stitch into the threads
from your project. Loop the
thread around the needle to
create a knot.

8. Insert the needle near the
knot and bring it out 1-2” away.

9. Pull the thread through. Pull
at the thread while cutting close
to the plush. The thread will
sink back inside, completely
hidden.
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hand sew through anything

replace: Ø

for: attaching finished plush shapes

There is no machine equivalent!
+1 to hand sewing!

from the outside

use: a ladder stitch (a.k.a. slip stitch, hidden stitch)
draw
stitching line
on first piece

1. Draw the seam line onto one
of the pieces you plan to attach.
Draw cardinal points at the top,
bottom, and sides for reference.

draw
matching
stitching
line

2. Repeat the same process
on the other piece you plan to
attach. Make sure the shape
you've drawn is the same size
as the first. Keep the cardinal
points in the same spots.
pay close
attention to
the cardinal
points

follow the
stitching
lines as you
sew

4. Take a stitch into one piece
through the stitching line, then
go across and take another into
the stitching line of the other
piece.
Use the ladder stitch as
illustrated on the previous page.

5. Continue going around the
drawn line. Be sure to match up
the cardinal points as you go for
the most accurate result.

visually
match up
the stitching
lines

3. Align the two shapes
together, visually matching up
the drawn stitching lines.

tip:
Take big stitches for
the first pass. Just
focus on getting the
stitches placed right,
especially on the
cardinal points.
Then go around the
same area again, taking
tinier, neater stitches.
Your finished result
will be much stronger
and more accurate!
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fusible web applique

fus i b l e web appliq u e
Applique is the process of sewing shapes of decorative fabric to a project. The steps to follow and the
products to use differ slightly depending on what shapes you're making and fabrics you're using.
To make sense of it, this section is done in flowchart form! Simply answer the questions and follow the
lines to find what to do next.

what
are you appliquéing?

FLANNEL
cheap
soft
edges fray

USE:
thick fabrics

••
•

larger, rough pieces (like animal spots or stripes)

••
•

••
•

FELT

cheap
easy to sew
rough

FLEECE

soft
cheap
pills over time

••
•

USE:
thin fabrics

••
•

COTTON

colorful
crisp
edges fray

small, detailed pieces (like facial features)

MINKY

soft
long fibers
expensive
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do you want to

get:

get:

Y
heavyweight
fusible web

now follow these

steps:

Place your fusible web
adhesive (bumpy)
side down on your
template. Trace the
image on the smooth
(paper) side.

no-sew bond

lightweight
fusible web
sewable bond

after following steps 1-6...

1. trace

fusible web applique

What
is fusible
web?
See page
9

sew?
N

37

2. cut

Generally cut around
the traced image

3. fuse

Place the fusible web
adhesive-side down on
the wrong side of your
fabric. Iron it according
to manufacturer’s
directions.

now you have:

no-sew applique

4. cut

Cut out the applique
piece following the
traced lines

5. peel

Remove the fusible
web paper. The
adhesive is now left
behind.

6. fuse

Place the fabric
adhesive-side down on
the right side of your
project. Fuse it with a
suitable heat for your
fabric. Use a press cloth
for gentle fabrics.

A simple and crisp
finish that works nicely
for items that don’t get
washed or handled
roughly
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fusible web applique

use:
by hand

Learn to do an
applique whip stitch,
see page 32

by machine

applique whip stitch

what

difficulty?
professional

medium

easy

stabilizer

add...

A sheet of tear-away
stabilizer ensures your
fabric won’t warp from the
dense satin stitching. This
goes beneath your project
to give your feed dogs
something to grab onto.

use:

use:

straight stitch

zigzag stitch

Set your machine to a
normal 2-3mm straight
stitch. Sew about ⅛” inside
the edge of the applique.

Short stitches are taken
perpendicular to the fabric
edge.

Set your machine to about
1.5-2mm long and 2-3mm
wide zigzag stitch. Stitch
around the edge of the
fabric so the outer edge
of the zigzag lands just
outside the applique.

use:

satin stitch

Set your machine to the shortest
length and 2-5mm wide zigzag stitch.
Stitch around the edge
of the fabric so the
Learn to do
outer edge of the zigzag
a
satin stitch,
lands just outside the
see page
applique. Go slowly
39
to be sure the thread
doesn’t leave any gaps.
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satin stitching

satin stitchi ng
what is it?
A satin stitch is a zigzag stitch taken to the
extreme. A regular zigzag stitch is 2-3mm long.
But a satin stitch has a stitch length of almost
zero. The result is lots more stitches per inch
that creates a thick line of thread. It creates
a professional finish without the need of an
embroidery machine.

zigzag stitch

satin stitch
vs.

what supplies do you need?

fabric

fusible web

stabilizer

why stabilizer?

This is the decorative fabric
going on your project. Thin
fabrics like cotton or flannel
are good choices.

This is the glue that will
adhere your applique fabric
to the project. Good brands
are Wonder Under and
Heat n’ Bond

This is a sheet of stiff
fiber that prevents your
fabric from puckering and
warping while you sew.
Sulky tear-away is a
good brand to choose.

If you just pin your fabric
or use fabric glue, the
applique will shift while
you sew and create
puckers.And without
stabilizer, your main fabric
will ripple. Meanwhile the
machine will have a hard
time gripping the fabric to
move slowly and steadily.
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satin stitching

prepping your project

1. trace

2. cut

3. fuse

Place your fusible web adhesive
(bumpy) side down on your
template. Trace the image on
the smooth (paper) side.

Cut generally cut around the
traced image.

Place the fusible web
adhesive-side down on the
wrong side of your fabric. Iron
it according to manufacturer’s
directions.

4. Cut

5. peel

6. fuse

Cut out the applique piece
following the traced lines.

Peel away the fusible web
paper. The adhesive should
be left behind on theapplique
fabric.

Place the applique
adhesive-side down on the
right side of your project. Fuse
it in place with a suitable heat
for your fabric.
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satin stitching

prepping your machine

stitch length

stitch type

stitch width

Set your stitch length to just
above 0.

Set your machine to a zigzag
stitch.

Set your stitch width to around
2.5 or 3mm.

pressure

tension

thread

If your machine has it, set your
presser foot pressure to 1 or 2.

Set your machine tension to
1 setting below the normal
default tension. This is typically
around 3 or 2.

Use a matching all-purpose
thread for a matte look or
embroidery thread for a shiny
finish.
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satin stitching

stitching your project

1. stabilize

2. 1st stitch

3. 2nd stitch

Cut a piece of stabilizer and
center it underneath your
project.

Bring the needle down so it’s
on the right side of the zigzag.
Align it with the outside edge of
the applique.

The left side of the zigzag
should land within the applique
shape. Continue like this around
the shape.

curves

outer corners

inner corners

At tight curves, pause with the
needle in the outer edge of the
applique. Lift the presser foot,
then pivot the fabric. Continue a
small bit at a time.

At outer corners, stop with the
needle in the outer edge of the
corner. Lift the presser foot and
rotate to face the new edge.
Continue as before.

At inner corners, stop with the
needle in the inner edge of the
corner. Lift the presser foot and
rotate to face the new edge.
Continue as before.

finishing
You can back stitch at the beginning and end of this stitching just like with any other seam.
Or for an extra professional finish, use a needle to bring the ending threads to the back of the project and
tie them together.
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